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Reviewer's report:
Minor Essential Revisions

The paper has become much better, although I still would have preferred a much shorter report!

The tables 2 and 3 needs editing (the first column does not fit the second column due to double lines e.g. P2.3. Furthermore, formats in text need to be adjusted for some paragraphs, e.g. see page 13 drug use problems.---(done)

Abstract: Conclusions: the sentences is exactly the same as the last sentence in results (I suggest to delete the one in results)---(done)

Introduction 4th paragraph line 3. Instead of "Elderely age status..." use only "Age..."---(done)

Methods page 4 Exclusion criteria. Delete point 1 (it is unnecessary, because when Inclusion criteria point 2 is fulfilled, then it is not necessary to say)---(done)

Results:page 9 paragraph starting with "of the 62 cases...." Table 11 does not exist!---(the sentence has been deleted)
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